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GOLD, Multicultural 
SILVER, Government, Public Service & Non-Profit 
Campaign Title: Know Your Girls 
Year the campaign took place: 2018 
 

 
 
Brand: Ad Council + Susan G. Komen 
Creative Agency: Translation 
Media Company/Agency: Facebook Creative Shop 
Research Company: 
Additional Affiliated Companies: Good Stuff Digital 
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 

Black women in America are 40 percent more likely to die from breast 
cancer than white women. In communities across the U.S., black women 
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are more likely to be diagnosed younger, at later stages and with more 
aggressive forms of the disease.  
Our research illuminated our audience’s life philosophy and approach to 
health, allowing us to tap into the framework from which she operates 
her whole life.  
 
Know Your Girls encourages her to take charge of her breast health by 
treating her breasts with the same love, understanding and attentiveness 
that she gives the women closest to her. 
 
In less than a year, half of our audience is aware of the campaign 
and, most importantly, we have seen significant increases in key 
attitudinal and behavioral measures. 
 

CONSUMER INSIGHT  
 

She approaches every area of her life with confidence and competence. 
But when it comes to breast cancer, she loses her assuredness. 

 
MARKETING CHALLENGE 
 

The marketing challenge lies in encouraging black women to learn 
about their risk of breast cancer when the disease can often feel 
like a death sentence, perpetuating denial and hindering action.  
 
Our research illuminated our target’s life philosophy—to feel confident 
and competent in every area of her life. She does not run away from 
hardship. She finds a way. And if she cannot find a way, she creates one. 
It is in her very nature to exhaust every possible way to do so. 
 
Yet when it comes to her health, there are deeply rooted 
complexities that challenge her natural sense of assuredness: 
 

• A tendency to put her own health second to the health of her loved 
ones 
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• A mistrust in medical institutions, rooted in previous personal 
experiences and a long history of abhorrent treatment of black 
women by the medical system 

• Limited access to quality, timely, and affordable care 
• An underlying belief that black women are at higher risk of dying 

from everything 
• A misperception that breast cancer is a white woman’s disease 

 
These challenges underscored the need to use an asset-based messaging 
approach, rather than deficit-based. 
  
We set out to shift her mindset from fear around breast cancer to 
empowerment around breast health, by tapping into the 
emotional and mental framework from which she operates her 
whole life: 
 

• Extending her natural inclination to do everything she can to feel 
confident and competent. 

• Integrating breast health into her view of whole self.  
 
Lastly, we knew that to do this, we had to reinforce accountability 
among those she trusts by leaning into the deep and complex 
bonds she holds with her girlfriends. 

 
METHODOLOGY  
 

A multi-phase research approach ensured regular touchpoints with our 
campaign audience of black women, in addition to key stakeholders such 
as issue experts and breast cancer survivors. 
 
To inform and inspire the creative brief, we started by speaking with 
women about their daily lives as well as their barriers and motivators to 
health behavior.  

 
1) 7x 1-hour stakeholder and expert phone interviews  
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• With breast cancer and advocacy experts to inform the research 
design and discussion plan. 

 
2) 12x 2-hour friend and family in-home triads across Atlanta, Chicago, 

and the Bronx.  Women were joined by a range of respondent 
influencers—friends, spouses and children.  
• Allowed us to gain a greater sense of intimacy with our audience, 

and an understanding of the nodes of influence within her life. 
• We spoke with women of different ages and at different points in 

the journey—survivors, those screened, and those not screened.  
 

After creative brief approval, the agency developed the creative idea, 
which was explored in creative development research—offering 
opportunities to strengthen the platform and refine the execution. 

 
3) 12x 1-hour stakeholder and survivor online interviews 

• To understand the receptivity of affiliates and community partners 
to the creative idea, and ensure the work was complementary to 
local efforts. 

• To ensure the creative represented the experiences of black women 
who have been diagnosed with breast cancer.  

 
4) 6x 2-hour friendship triads in LA and St. Louis, plus 16x1-hour 

interviews with women across the 8 cities with the greatest breast 
cancer disparities in the country.  
• To explore the relevance, clarity, comprehension, and ability to 

create a sense of urgency to act via a series of executional 
examples (including TV, Print/OOH, and website concepts) 

• We identified optimizations to the creative idea that became Know 
Your Girls. 

 
5) 10x 1-hour online website usability tests 

• To ensure the campaign microsite was clear, easy to use, and 
contained answers to all the key questions women had about breast 
health.  
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CREATIVE EXECUTION 
 

Tapping into her mental and emotional framework, the creative idea 
empowered her to treat her breasts with the same love, the same 
respect, and the same attentiveness that she gives everything else—by 
using other parts of her life that matter to her as a proxy.  

 
Few things in her life are more revered or held closer to her heart 
than the bonds with the women in her life that she cares about 
most.  
 
Know Your Girls uses double entendre to empower each woman to 
treat her “girls”—her breasts—with the same care she does her 
closest girlfriends.  
 
 
The integrated campaign appears entirely in donated, earned and 
owned media nationwide, including:   
 

• Video, radio, print, outdoor, and digital assets 
• Facebook and Instagram channels 
• Strategic media partnerships with platforms including 

Facebook/Instagram, YouTube, and Pinterest 
• Local activations via the sponsor organization’s national affiliate 

network 
• Live event activations including Essence Fest, BET Her Fights: 

Breast Cancer, and SHE Media’s BlogHer summits 
• Custom content creation with creators and influencers such as June 

Ambrose, Regina Hall, Jessica Williams, Michelle Williams, Wendy 
Williams, and Kym Whitley.  

 
All communications drive to the campaign website, KnowYourGirls.org, 
where women can access information and tools to help them learn about 
their breast cancer risk and family health history and prepare to have an 
informed conversation with their doctor.  
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We knew that to reach black women, we had to create dedicated 
channels that would be representative of their daily lives and their voice. 
We launched the Know Your Girls community on social media, so 
black women everywhere could have open and honest 
conversations about breast health and share their own 
experiences with each other.  

 
We’ve secured the campaign in the hearts and minds of black 
women by meeting them where they are, with the women in their 
lives. 

 
BUSINESS RESULTS/LESSONS LEARNED  
 

The final campaign brought to life the research insights by extending the 
audience’s existing mindset to her approach to breast health, without 
drawing on fear-inducing tropes common in health messaging. This 
approach empowered her to take charge of her breast health by giving 
her the tools to feel confident and competent.  
 
Over the past 10 months, the campaign has been successful in moving 
the needle across key performance indicators. 
  
The campaign has generated $18.4 million in donated media support, 
from launch at the end of May 2018 through March 2018. Partnerships 
with Facebook/Instagram, Pinterest, and YouTube have allowed us to 
precisely target our ads to our audience of black women between the 
ages of 30 and 55.  
 
The ongoing campaign tracking survey reveals that 50% of women in our 
audience recall seeing the Know Your Girls PSAs, demonstrating that the 
creative platform is breaking through and is memorable.  
 
Most importantly, the campaign has also moved the needle across 
key attitudinal and behavioral measures. The tracking study shows 
statistically significant increases in women reporting they:  
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• Are very knowledgeable about breast health (25% à 28%) 
• Have discussed breast health with family and friends (25% à 28%) 
• Have visited a website for information about breast health (15% à 20%) 
• Have taken steps to understand their risk of breast cancer (17% à 21%) 

 
We have also received moving feedback from the audience, 
including a woman who credits the campaign with saving her life:  
 
“I saw the Know Your Girls campaign on the side of a city bus, while 
running errands in St. Paul, MN. I thought it was clever and well done. It 
also made me think. The campaign prompted me to see a doctor about a 
pain I was experiencing in my breast at that time. Soon after, I was 
diagnosed with stage 1 breast cancer. I am 40 and this was my very first 
mammogram. Had I not seen your campaign that day, I might have 
procrastinated on getting my mammogram until later in the year - and 
perhaps the cancer would have grown by then. Thank you and please 
keep up the good (and important) work!”     
 

  - Dominique 


